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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1: LAUNCHING AN E-BUSINESS
INTRODUCTION
A new generation of jobs is spreading all over the world via the internet. These are e-works or online
works. They are carried out through a computer or any other electronic device with an internet connection
(Ipad, Iphone, asw). Online jobs are ever growing as the workers are freed from a heavy taxation and
other costs induced in launching a business. .Plus their time schedule is flexible enough for they decide on
their working hours.
The concept of e-working is better grasped when it is coupled with the concept of home business. Here
the worker is his or her own boss (no more confusing instructions at last); he or she can take care of his or
her family while working (no need of a nanny). And the worker enjoys the comfort of his or her home for
he or she can work from a sofa or even a bed.
In short online works are cash-sparing, stress-killing, flexible and rewarding. More importantly they make
serious works a fun.
1. ARE THERE SOME EXAMPLES OF E- WORKS?
Any job can be turned into an e-work; from the cosmetic technician to the aerobics instructor, from the
typist to the income- tax specialist, from the private investigator to the car parts mender; there are other
services such as landscaping agents, freelance writer, researcher, typist, craft supplier, marketing agent.
The list can not be completed. But just how does it work? Well let’s take the instance of a cosmetic
technician. He pays an internet connection whereby he publishes his skills and his products. He buys
advertising spaces on well-known sites or sites with high customers’ flux. He can also write and publish
blogs whereby he displays his product (videos, cosmetics) and his contacts. Another way he can proceed
is to request a webmaster to help him build his own site. Whatever the case may be the more professional
his site will look, the more attractive this blogs will be and the bigger the number of people who will
contact him .
Likewise the car parts mender. From his garage he publishes via the internet his skills and the prie pattern
of his services. He may also broadcast videos of him at work to earn folk’s trust. He can choose blogging
as well or building his own website. The most important thing is his address for possible contacts.
Still another example is the typist. To boost his orders he should advertise his skills on a popular site or a
well–thought blog. People and businesses would request him to do some typing work on their account or
they would email him the main points of a work for him to elaborate and to submit a substantial work.
We think of report writings, conference call writings, asw.
In short every economic activity can be carried out via the Net and thus become an online work (stores,
banks, asw). Anything that u do and that generates money whatever the range of the task is an e work
once u use the internet to perform it.
Since most of e-workers (like you) use their home as their jobsite the term “e-work” is mainly related to
home business In fact why spending cash on renting a room let alone the costs related to such investment
when u have a free space at home?
a) HOW ADVANTAGEOUS ARE E-WORKS?

The advantages are two-sided. The first fold is related to the employers. E-work spares them the stress of
enrolling many people in their company alongside with the taxation obligations that are herein related.
Most e-workers are independent or they work in freelance. Therefore the salaries are lower than those of
enrolled workers but the quality of the work is the same.
On the part of the employees there are the flexibility of working hours, the freedom of decision and
movement, the comfort of one ‘s home, the warm ambiance of a loving family, the low investment cost
(just to name a few) are among the numerous merits of this activity. Once u launch your biz u will
discover additional advantages. The foregone merits are the general ones but not the only ones.
b) WHAT ABOUT THE LIMITS OF E-WORK?
To be frank the limit is you (the e-worker) and nothing else. Nothing can stop u from success
and a valuable e-worker like u should muster up energy and move forward. U should seek to impress
yourself and share with others. U and only u are a limit to yourself.
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